Welcome, my heating has started coming on in the mornings, that must
mean one thing, it's time for the Autumn Newsletter.

July General Meeting Survey Results.
Our Survey Says......

Results from our members’ survey for those attending the July General
Meeting were very informative.
Although only taken from around half of our members who attended the
General Meeting, the top result of how you joined Bolsover U3A was from
recommendations. This shows word of mouth by far outstripped other means,
like advertising and posters for bringing in new members.
We hope you find our monthly get-togethers interesting with engaging
speakers, with tea and biscuits and all for £1 entrance. With our new venue at
Hillstown we shall be working to provide an even greater and varied meetings.
Some of the results from the Survey.
Our monthly 'Speaker time' to 'Tea and Chat' ratio is about right but a little
tweak is to be implemented early next year.
How did you hear about Bolsover U3A?

Results from the New Group Suggestions revealed the top four would be:
Quizzes, Lawn Bowls, Spanish and Art Appreciation.
Without further delay our Group Coordinators Sarah and Rose enabled two
groups to get off the ground. Bowls had been suggested but the survey
confirmed the popularity of such a group forming.
Art Appreciation. After a meeting to launch it at the Beehive café Gwen, a
recent member, has offered to lead the group. First meeting will be at the
Beehive on 3rd October at 10am where the scope of this fascinating subject
can be worked out.
Spanish. It seems many of you have a yearning to improve your language
skills. As learning a language is a bit more of a stickler it’s best to learn from
someone who speaks fluently. Ordering a Balm cake in Spanish with a
Yorkshire accent? But we are working on it.
Quizzes was the leader but we are looking at a sustainable format. It may
be incorporated into Monthly Meetings now and again or maybe launched
next year as a stand-alone group. All options are on the table.
Would any of the following Groups interested you?
An option to suggest a group not on the survey was given.

I would just like to thank you all for your input, enabling the Committee to plan
for an even better and enjoyable U3A.

Auf Wiedersehen for now
Kevin

Committee Publicity

Café News. Café News

News that Michelle who runs the Beehive will be retiring on the
14th December 2019 has been received. We wish her all the best from
Bolsover U3A and for allowing us regular use the upstairs room. Many of the
U3Aers will certainly miss her and her lovely cakes.
She plans to sell up as a going concern so watch out for updates for your
groups using the Beehive as alternative temporary arrangements may need to
be put in place, just in case.
More details when confirmed will be sent out.

Septembers' meeting at Hillstown, a great success.

Well, I for one enjoyed our first meeting at Hillstown. It was nice to park
nearby and when I looked, the car park was almost full, so goodness only
knows where you all parked when at the Assembly Hall. The hall itself was
nice, bright and homely.
Who would have guessed there was so much to Tigers? I thought if you saw
one you had seen them all. It just goes to show we all still have much to learn
about the world in which we live.
A goodbye was made to Sandie and Derek who are moving from
Bolsover. They have both served us well on Committee and as Group leaders.
We wish them well and we are assured they will join a U3A in their new area.

The one negative thing that was commented on about the new venue was the
acoustics, with all the hard surfaces it soon became very noisy.
Personally I could hear the speaker, but the din did get on your nerves when
we were all chatting. I know this can be a problem for people with hearing
difficulties although this was not evident when the hall was empty! The matter
has been raised with the Committee and hopefully some sound dampening can
be implemented to minimize the problem.

Art Appreciation gathered on the 3rd of October at Beehive Cafe with Gwen
the Group leader noting our ideas to format the next few months ahead.
Luckily Pam from ACT group attended and informed us of the Pomegranate
Theatre, Film/Documentary on Leonardo’s (Da Vinci) Full Story.
Friday 1st November Pomegranate, 2 pm, £11.40 for those interested. A
number of this group have decided to go and a follow up on Da Vinci at the
next group meeting.
The next meeting will be at Beehive Café 7th November at 10.30 am.
See website for full details.

From October 1st Lawn Bowls Group are meeting indoors from 10am-12
midday Weekly every Tuesday at the Assembly Hall, Hill Top. There is a cost of
£2 for use of Hall and equipment. This is in collaboration with Hillstown
Bowling Club who are teaching us how to do it. Regular U3A'ers are attending
so please just turn up.

Visit to Quarry Bank. Styal, Wilmslow

This was our first trip with the U3A group that organises trips to National Trust
properties.
We boarded the bus at Market Place Bolsover for our visit to Quarry Bank, a
restored cotton mill built in 1789.
Our coach was nice with friendly driver who had taken the group before. Seats
were comfy (spellchecker just kicked in do I mean comfrey, no not really)
although a ham salad sandwich came to mind in the bag, was 9.30 too early!
On arrival we were greeted by a National Trust visitor assistant with map,
access badge and times to visit a planned talk at a house where child workers
were lodged during their apprenticeship. A memo on my mobile ‘Must find
chimney sweep’ for wood burner back home.

A great wealth of interesting facts filled the day.
The contribution to the industrial growth of the United Kingdom the place
provided was a vital part of my historical jigsaw.
A number of our U3A History group also came on this trip. The added bonus - a
few more facts on tap and a refund on the deposit paid for the coach, as more
bums on seats.
A really enjoyable day out, no driving stress, friendly U3A members and use of
my National Trust membership.
Many thanks to the Group Leaders Pat, Maggie and Sue for planning and
organising a grand day out to this fascinating place.
BDU3A members.

Eventually it's Dorah......

Hi there, Dorah here, Dorah Dansette, remembering my musical
moments with you.
While still a teenager at school, now sadly long gone, my teenage
years and the school, I remember going to the record shop in the
centre of town on Saturdays, with my best friend Vivian and listening
to Cilla Black singing ‘You’re My World’(1964) in one of the four
music booths.
We couldn’t always afford the disk but we could hear them. I was a
fab song with its strings at the beginning and the crescendo of her
penetrating voice on the ‘power - so - divine. It was fan-tab-u-los-a.
Her next single out was ‘Anyone Who Had a Heart’ and lots more
great hits followed, but the one that always brings me to tears is
‘Alfie’(1966) written by Burt Bacharach and Hal David, perfect...
Well back to my mp3 downloads of ‘I Don’t Care’. Ed Sheeran & Justin
Bieber.
Big kisses from Dorah and best friend Vivian Vinyl
My next Musical Moment to share, is Cliff.

As we have moved our Monthly General Meeting venue to Hillstown sadly we
are unable to take the Town Council owned Digital Projector from the
Assembly Hall. Our Committee has agreed to look into purchasing one of our
own. This will enable us to use it for Interest Groups as well as providing the
Monthly Speakers with use of it if required.
Julie has recently been co-opted on Committee as Minutes Secretary. 2nd
October 2019 this has been greatly appreciated.

Kevin has been made Vice Chair to cover for Bev if required.
Hillstown Village Hall has added a web link to our U3A site to further promote
are group awareness.
A new U3A in Clay Cross has been formed. We wish them all the best for the
future and to all those who worked hard to make it happen.

Our Website is gradually having Interest Group banners replaced on their web
page. This is to harmonise the look if viewing on Computer, Tablet or
Smartphones and eventually planned to migrate across to our Newsletter and
Group handouts.

Hi to all you U3A'ers, I must just thank you for a number of your kind email
comments on the new look Newsletter. I am slowly getting to grips with it.
Thank you for submitting articles of you BDU3A groups.
The frequency of Newsletters depends on you. Any ideas for articles or if you
want to write a piece of interest send it in by email publicity@bdu3a.com or
pass me details at a General Meeting.
Any ideas contact Kevin at:

publicity@bdu3a.com

Well that's all for this Newsletter, I hope you like the format and batten down
the hatches for Autumn. Please contribute with your comments or articles.
Next Issue coming very soon BIG IMPORTANT News updates again!

Kevin B
Comments and opinions are not necessarily those held by the committee.

